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Weekend reading list

UAE - The G in ESG  (Clyde & Co)
Maximizing ROI in Investor Relations: key takeaways from NIRI and CIRI (Business 
Wire)
Shifting goalposts: Most businesses unprepared for 'demands of climate reporting', 
IR veteran warns (IR Magazine)

MEIRA Updates

AI and IR: Trends in the Middle East Survey
We are excited to invite you to participate in our AI and IR Trends Survey. This 
survey aims to gather valuable insights from IR professionals to identify current 
trends, challenges, and opportunities in the rapidly evolving fields of AI and other 
tech innovations.
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Your participation is crucial as it will help us compile a comprehensive report that 
will be unveiled at the upcoming MEIRA Conference. This report will provide a 
detailed analysis of the latest trends and future directions in the Middle East.
The survey will take approximately 10-15 minutes to complete. We assure you that 
all responses will remain anonymous and will be used solely for the purpose of this 
research.

Participate here

Events
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MEIRA Annual Conference Committee
We are thrilled to announce the esteemed Committee Members for our Annual 
Conference. This year, we are honored to have distinguished professionals from 
various sectors, including finance, investment, and corporate governance. 

Their expertise and commitment ensure our Annual Conference will be insightful 
and impactful. Stay tuned for more updates on the Conference and the exciting 
program we have planned!

MEIRA IR Reporting Awards - updates and process
The MEIRA IR Reporting Awards have established themselves as the top benchmark 
for IR reporting and disclosure best practices in the Middle East. Apart from the 
consolidated categories, “Best Printed Annual Report” and “Best Digital Annual 
Report,” this year we are excited to introduce the “Best IR Film,” the “Best 
Sustainability / ESG Report,” and the “Best 1 Year Post IPO Annual Report.” 

Together, these five categories will recognize the best issuers in the region and 
will also serve as best-in-class examples for companies looking to continue 
enhancing their practices.

The methodology and the entry form are available here. The process is open until 
August 30th.

Don't miss out on this chance to showcase your excellence in IR reporting!
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Methodology Entry Form

Discover how your organisation can benefit from our 
tailored sponsorship packages designed to maximise 
visibility and engagement. Download our 
Sponsorship Brochure today to explore the exclusive 
benefits awaiting your brand.

Don’t miss this chance to make a lasting impact.

Sponsorship Brochure

Professional development

Our next courses:

Integrating ESG/ Sustainability into IR
Upon completion of training, course 
delegates will understand how to 
respond to the needs of the 
investment community, including 
being in a position to begin the 
integration of ESG into IR 
programmes.
This training course will be delivered 
exclusively and virtually through the 
MEIRA online platform and is 
expected to take up to 4 hours.

Register here
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7 Tips for Planning and Delivering a 
High-Impact Investor Day
Join us for an insightful webinar 
where we will explore the essential 
strategies for organizing and 
executing a high-impact Investor Day 
tailored to the Middle Eastern 
market's dynamic economic 
landscape. This session will provide 7 
practical tips and expert advice on 
engaging investors, leveraging 
technology, and delivering 
compelling presentations that leave a 
lasting impression.

Register here

Click here to register
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New Member

Milaha is a Qatar-based marine transport and 
logistics conglomerate founded in 1957 and listed 
on the Qatar Stock Exchange under the legal entity 
name “Qatar Navigation QPSC” (QNNS). Milaha owns 
and operates a diverse fleet of vessels for the 
offshore oil and gas sector, and for the marine 
transportation of gas, petroleum products, and 
containers. The company also provides logistics 
services, offers comprehensive end-to-end products 
and services for vessel and equipment owners & 
operators, and holds various real estate and financial 
investments.

To know more, visit www.milaha.com
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